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INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL METHODS
HOMEWORK
Solve the following three exercises. The homework solution consists of MATLAB files which solve 
exercises  2)  and  3)  and  a  text  file  containing  the  solution  of  exercise  1)  and  the  analysis  and 
discussions concerning exercises 2) and 3).
The  homework  must  be  handed  in  on  Friday  morning  (9.00  a.m.),  November  8th,  at  the  PAM-
laboratory  of  the  Research  Centre  of  Applied  Mathematics  (CIRAM),  Via  Saragozza  8 
(http://www.ciram.unibo.it/CIRAM/default.htm).
In particular, students must hand in:
a) a printout of the text file;
b) a folder with name  yourlastname_yourfirstname (example: lanza_alessandro) containing the 
text file and two subfolders with names ex2 and ex3, which in turn contain the MATLAB files 
for the solution of exercises 2) and 3), respectively.
The homework must be completed individually, and while we encourage students to help each other  
learn and  to form study groups to discuss homework solutions at the conceptual level, homework 
assignments must be your own work and not done with a group.
EXERCISE 1)    (THEORY)
Consider the following (parabolic) partial differential equation:
t xxu bu uλ= −
where 0>b  and 0>λ . Develop an explicit and/or implicit finite difference scheme for the numerical 
solution of the partial differential equation.
The proposed scheme must be  convergent (consistent and  stable, by the Lax theorem), that is the 
numerical solution must converge to the solution of the partial differential equation as  t∆  and  x∆  
both  go  to  zero.  Also  indicate  and  justify  (Von  Neumann  stability  analysis)  any  required  CFL 
condition between t∆  and x∆  for your differencing scheme.
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EXERCISE 2    (MATLAB)
In MATLAB, compute numerical approximations of the root (or roots) of the following non-linear equation:
2 3( ) 0
2
xf x e x= + − =
by using (and comparing) at least two among the four iterative root-finding algorithms studied in the course (bi-
section, secant, Newton, regula-falsi). Discuss the results of the comparison.
To this purpose, in particular:
a)  Create a MATLAB function implementing the mathematical function y = f (x) (if you selected the Newton’s 
algorithm, create also a MATLAB function implementing the function derivative).
b)  For each selected root-finding method, create a MATLAB function implementing the iterative algorithm 
(you can modify the MATLAB functions provided during the course).
The MATLAB functions must take as input the name of the MATLAB function implementing the mathematic-
al function  y = f (x) , the name of the MATLAB function implementing the function derivative (only for the 
Newton’s algorithm), the initial guess (or guesses) , the maximum number of allowed iterations and a tolerance 
parameter for stopping the iterations.
The MATLAB functions must return as output a vector containing all the iterates (root approximations com-
puted at different iterations) and the number of performed iterations.
To make the comparison fair, all the selected root-finding algorithms must stop the iterations as soon as either  
the maximum number of allowed iterations is reached (for example, 500) or the residual  |f(xk)|  drops below 
the tolerance parameter (for example, 1e-9), where  xk  denotes the root approximation computed at iteration k.
c)  Create a script (the main program) that:
1. creates a plot of the function  y = f(x)  where all the roots are clearly visible;
2. for each root, sets the initial guess (or guesses) for all the selected root-finding algorithms;
3. computes all the approximate roots by using all the selected algorithms;
4. shows and compares as clearly as possible the results (for example, print in the command 
window the obtained roots and the number of performed iterations for all the algorithms, 
generate plots of the iterates, …)
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EXERCISE 3    (MATLAB)
In MATLAB, create a script that computes the numerical solution of the following one-space dimensional 
transport equation:
2 0 , 0
( , 0) sin( )
t xu u x t
u x t x x
+ = − ∞ < < + ∞ > = = − ∞ < < + ∞
by using an explicit  and/or  implicit  convergent finite difference scheme (that is, the scheme must be consist-
ent and at least conditionally stable) selected among the FTBS, FTFS, FTCS schemes. Investigate experiment-
ally the stability of the selected scheme by varying the space and time discretization step sizes. If the scheme is  
only conditionally stable, verify that instability starts to occur when the CFL stability condition is no longer sat -
isfied. Compare experimentally (graphically) the numerical solution with the exact analytical solution. Motivate 
your choices and discuss the results.
Help:
Since the initial condition  function  sin(x)  is 2π-periodic, the solution will also be 2π-periodic; hence, you can 
focus your attention (that is, compute the numerical solution) on one period only, that is the interval [0, 2π].
 You can choose to implement one among the three following explicit finite difference schemes:
1)  FTBS (Forward Time Backward Space):
)),(),((),(),( txxutxu
x
tbtxuttxu ∆−−
∆
∆
−=∆+
2)  FTFS (Forward Time Forward Space):   
)),(),((),(),( txutxxu
x
tbtxuttxu −∆+
∆
∆
−=∆+
3)  FTCS (Forward Time Centered Space):


 ∆−−∆+
∆
∆
−=∆+
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x
tbtxuttxu
and/or one among their implicit counterparts. It is worth noting that, for the numerical solution, the space and 
time  domains  are  uniformly  but  independently  discretized.  The  numerical  solution  is  thus  calculated  in 
correspondence of the following two-dimensional grid of domain points ),( ji xt  :
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    (here mint  , minx  = 0)
Pay attention to the x-domain limits. Here you cannot always calculate the finite differences (for example, you 
cannot calculate the backward difference at  the lower limit).  In fact,  at  each time step t  you calculate the  
approximate values ),( txu  only in correspondence of the grid points inside the interval ],[ maxmin xx , so the 
above formulas for computing the approximated values of  ),( ttxu ∆+  at  the subsequent time step cannot 
always be applied! The problem can be dealt with by exploiting the periodicity of the solution. In practice, you 
can use the following two equations:
                          ),(),( 21 txutxu m =+           ),(),( 10 txutxu m−= .
.
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